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Mystically in Season for Taurus
0-17 Degrees: Your long-term phase of growth has had you under the most pressure of your life over
the past year. You have summited a peak that’s taken around 14-15 years, and the eyes of the world
are upon you as you hold both recognition, but also lots of worldly responsibility and intense
pressure. This is a phase that calls for strength, upholding, integrity, and deep alignment. Sway off
track eve a touch and the lashings of the world will be felt. The good news is this is solidifying
something in your authority that no one can take away. A new level of competence and reach are
found, but not without bruises, battering, and weary, achy bones. Be proud of yourself for getting to
the summit, the pressure of this time will pass sometime in the next year. In that knowing, you can
dream of new intentions for a new cycle that will start after you move into a few years of breaking
down that past cycle. But right now you have the view that gives you foresight, that can help you
pick new aspirations and know from this round of growth, what you would do differently.

17.3-30 Degrees: You have been through a phase of holding great pressures but also great reach in
the world. Now is the time to let things break out of old molds that you pinned yourself into.
Rebellious feeling, bitter feelings, and open-minded excitement are all part of your new phase of
growth. This is officially the entry into the elder phase of your 19-year cycle. It’s time to question
constructs, break away from things impeding your future visions, and to experiment a little to help
you see, feel, and experience different ways. Keep an open mind above all. Stay friendly and
detached so that you can allow the voice of humanity to be more present in your awareness. It’s a
time when friendship and groups could mean more to you than family. As you break with tradition,
you need others that aren’t and entangled in you being a certain way. Find new freedom in your life,
but stay humane.
Uphold. Detach. Experiment.

June 21 – July 21
This season brings deep a lot of deep surrender. Exhaustion could be used in place of surrender; they
are interchangeable in this phase of your yearly cycle. Trust in the breakdowns happening, that thing
that are needing to be released—baggage, shadows, expectations—will start to dissolve weather you
are ready to let go or not. This can feel very un-anchoring, but also brings a lot of inspiration and
deep meaning to your life. How are you ready to let go of career or group pressures? How are you
feeling complexity in your life around your view of the world? This is your time to get lost in dreams
that will help you to surrender into a trust that feels impossible. Talk to your soul, your heart, rather
than your head. It’ll help you soften and find compassion to release the impossible and transcend
certain boundaries in your life. Trust in the divine organization of life. It’s filled with magic but will
require a level of trust that’s hard to relax into.
Watch June 27th–29th for the heart of this phase for you.
Oracle Draw for Taurus: Surrender
It’s always a potent sign when what I’ve written for you is reflected in my card draw for your sign.
Surrender reflects a deep need this season to trust the whisperings of any exhaustion or resistance
being felt, that it’s time to let go of identification with certain feelings, things, and circumstances.
With a deep trust in divine organization, surrendering the things that have reached their limit in your
life can bring a huge sense of liberation. A limitlessness of possibility and change enters our space
once things are let go of, but not typically before. Accept endings as the start of a new beginning
starting to organize. One that you may feel sparks and inspiration around, but that will be hard to
touch, move, and grasp until next season. For now, open your heart, let go, and trust in the ether
spaces of life that birth new conditions into being.

